Hoffman & Zhao’s paper “A Primer for Conducting Experiments in Human-Robot Interaction” is an excellent paper overall with many practical suggestions throughout. We expect it to be used as a source for how to run human-subject experiments in the field of human-robot interaction, especially for people not trained directly in psychology.

If we want to advance our understanding of human-robot interaction, however, we must look beyond individual studies. As with any scientific endeavor, broad progress is driven by theory. In this reply, we will expand upon the importance of theory and the generation of hypotheses.

A theory is an overarching idea that explains existing data and generates predictions that can be tested. It must be consistent with what we know already, and we must be able to logically follow through to the implied consequences. In fact, if the predictions are contradicted by empirical study, the theory must be adjusted or discarded. Theories increase our understanding of the world not just by explaining what we already know, but also by establishing principles that predict testable outcomes.

Without a clear articulation of a theory, experimenters can find themselves with uninterpretable results. In HRI, two types of theories are most relevant: theories about artifacts (which we call design theories) and theories about people (which we call psychological theories). The difference between the two can be subtle.

Design theories provide some reason to believe that one robot or component functions differently than another. For example, a researcher may create a new design pattern for completing
an interaction (e.g., saying “goodbye”), believing that people will feel more satisfied about the interaction with an explicit finale. The hypothesis should follow from the theory: that people feel more satisfied with their interaction when the design pattern is used compared to alternative design patterns, or no design pattern at all. Determining exactly how to measure “more satisfied” will likely overlap with other theories or constructs from other fields, and it should certainly use excellent experimental design, but note that the primary theoretical work occurs at the design stage, not at the experimental stage. Also note that the design pattern itself may have implications for psychological theory, but it does not have to.

A psychological theory in HRI makes claims about how human cognition and behavior can change given different interactions. For instance, one psychological theory might posit that memory might be less disrupted at specific conversational breakpoints or task boundaries than at others. The hypothesis should again follow directly from the theory: robots that interrupt a teammate at task boundaries during a conversation may help people remember more than a robot that interrupts a person at an inappropriate time. An experiment designed to test interruption behavior in robots helps investigators uncover truths about human psychology along with figuring out how to build better robots.

When evaluating a design theory, the theoretical effort typically occurs before the creation of the experiment. The hypotheses generally ask the question of whether the new design is better than existing designs or no design at all. The experimental design must use sound methodology to accurately support the hypothesis, but the results of the experiment should provide evidence that the new design is more successful (or less) than existing designs. The results of the experiment may have implications for psychology or other fields.

When evaluating a psychological theory, the hypotheses are generated from the theory under consideration. Psychological theories are not an amalgam of ad hoc observations, nor are they an unrelated collection of hypotheses. Psychological theories have, at their core, a central unifying idea that serves to marshal and constrain their underlying principles. We appeal to psychological theories when we wish to understand why humans think, emote, remember, reason, socialize, or carry out other behaviors. The results of the experiment may (and hopefully will!) have implications for design or other fields.

Understanding how to generate hypotheses from either design theories or psychological theories is an important component of success for any empirical study performed in HRI.
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